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Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction- National context/ background
One of the important challenges of the Estonian economy is
structural unemployment. This means that the labour market is
characterised by shortage of labour force.
Examples of existing Vocational Education and Training (VET)
schemes include the so-called Secondary vocational education,
Vocational Training based on Basic Education or the Vocational
Training Based on Secondary Education. VET formally combine
and alternate company based training (periods of practical work
experience at a workplace) with school based education
(periods of theoretical/practical education followed in a school
or training centre). Other opportunities are contractual direct
relationship between the employer and the apprentice.
It is important to stress that since the autumn 2009 there is no
obligatory enterprise-based training for the students in schoolbased study form, where the only condition is that practical
training (in school and enterprises together) should make up at
least 50% of the curricula. This is due to the economic crisis,
since finding a practice place in a company has become
increasingly difficult.
Several organisations (Employers Union, universities etc) have
funded or implemented activities that focus on promoting
apprenticeship, and increasing the number of apprentices and
apprenticeship providers. Apprenticeship training programs
have been developed.
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Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction- National context/ background
Materials and guidelines for implementing apprenticeship
training models and criteria for assessing their effectiveness
have been designed mostly during the past years. Some
activities are included through EU Talent project.
Apprenticeships are mostly seen as beneficial to the national
economy as well as to employers and employees. There is a
trend forming that apprentice receives a relevant qualification
as he/she is trained for the position that needs to be filled, and
employers can train their own workforce. During the past
several years alongside with other projects trend has without
doubt been towards increasing the popularity of accepting
apprentices at the companies as well as state organisations.
Responsible Business Forum Estonia gathered information about
the situation in Estonia from different stakeholders and
materials. RBF Estonia has close contacts with important
stakeholders like Employers Union, Ministry of Social Affairs,
Enterprise Estonia Chamber of Commerce, Töötukassa etc.
There are several parallel apprenticeships systems in Estonia.
For example Töötukassa provides through their service, an
opportunity for an employer to train an unemployed worker for
their vacancy for a limited period of time. Töötukassa enables
the apprenticeship if the company has a vacancy and fulfilling it
requires complementing the skills and knowledge of their
clients.
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Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction- National context/ background
After the period of apprenticeship runs out, company can decide
to hire or not hire the trained workers indefinitely, depending on
their performance during the apprenticeship.
While companies’ interest towards apprenticeships is growing,
most of the interest still comes from larger companies.
Therefore the current project has been of high value to SMEs.
What RBF Estonia has discovered during the dialogue with SMEs is that examples from other companies serve very much as an
inspiration to SME-s.
SMEs expect examples and are excited to learn from other
similar companies as well as larger companies. We have also
been working with PR agency Miltton Nordics to gather
examples from other countries’ representatives. This has given
us an opportunity to bring also foreign speakers to our
stakeholder meetings.
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Challenges

Activities

Gathering SMEs to
see monetary and
long term
sustainability value
in training
apprentices

Showing and
explaining the
overall picture at
stakeholder
meetings, sharing
experiences

Different
communication
styles in academia
and enterprises

Bringing the to
parties together to
tackle challenges
around the same
table.

Conditions in SME-s
and corporations are
different but also
similar
Lack of knowledge
about what other
countries are doing

Lack of time from the
part of SME-s

Share examples
between different
companies to learn
from each other.

Bring foreign
examples and
speakers to Estonian
stakeholder
meetings and work
out/inspire out of
the box solutions for
companies

Policy
Recommendations
- Support promoting
apprenticips and
inform about
cooperation
opportunities
through central
channels.
- Organise more
trainings to schools
on how to
communicate with
enterprises of
different sectors
and sizes.
- Work out-of the
box opportunities
on bringing
apprentices into
companies through
joint initiatives –
for example
company funds
certain
activities/trainings
of students.

Deliver materials
and keep companies
in information flow
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Challenges

Activities

Continue
communication
between all parties after
the end of the project
and keep all materials
available to SMEs after
the project

Policy
Recommendations
- Promote crosscountry initiatives on
how to find talent
and the right
apprentices for the
right companies
- Promote cooperation
between different
market players who
are supporting
enterprises. To
centralize information
that is available
(and/or cross
reference information)
- Provide companies
with relevant
information more
concentrated way,
make all relevant
market players more
visible
- Enhance cooperation
between academia
and enterprises
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Conclusions

Key learnings, challenges, and solutions proposed

The most important learning was about the value from shared
experiences. As SME-s had an opportunity to learn from large and
similar companies (other SME-s), they could learn and adjust these
examples to their business style and sector. An important value
was also in sharing foreign countries’ experiences.
Every business is unique and there is no one single way to go for all
the companies. There needs to be more customized and dynamic
approaches in cooperation with academia, while materials and
examples should be available at all times about the basic
recommendations.
After the organized stakeholder meetings all participating market
players got to know each other more and know what has been
done so far. Now the work has to continue.
Still there is the need to improve the general image and long term
value of taking apprentices and also teach a correct balance in the
provision of both occupational skills and generals skills and
competences to students in academia. This can be done through
providing academia with relevant funding opportunities for
communication and learning from the companies and vice versa.
In general this means adapting apprenticeship-type educational
contents and systems to enterprises’ real needs and Ensure
homogeneous quality standards of apprenticeship-type studies.
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Sources
The long term plan should continuously reinforce training activities
of school teachers and company trainers as well as their mutual
cooperation. One of the major challenges is misunderstandings in
each others roles and differences.
To solve this challenge, only better communication, training and
will to cooperate can facilitate progress. Exchange of information
will lead to improved good practices amongst stakeholders.
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